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Hard drives fail

https://www.backblaze.com/blog/hard-drive-reliabili
ty-stats-q1-2016/ 
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Storage methods
● Home Area
● Local Hard Disk
● Local Solid State Disk
● Local RAID Array
● Network Attached Storage

● External Disk
● Remote Disk
● Tape
● P-Drive
● Cloud



RAID
RAID 0: Striped disks

RAID 1: Mirrored disks

RAID 5: Parity array

RAID 6: Double parity array

RAID 10:  RAID 0 & 1 together

RAID Cards  can fail as well!: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSrnXgAmK8k 
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Suggested backup system

Local desktop

Backup desktop (ask owner first!)

Offsite storage

Archive large datasets on tape when done

Use rsync to synchronise between machines



rsync
alias datasyncM2B 'rsync -avuP /dirPath/ username@machineaddress:/backupDir/'

-a archive mode, basic recursion and preserves

-v Verbose, more detailed description of what rsync is doing

-u update, skips files that are newer on the receiving directory

-P same as --partial --progress, shows progress during transfer and keeps 
partially transferred files

Comprehensive list: http://www.computerhope.com/unix/rsync.htm 
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Git
Designed to keep track of changes to your code

Can rollback to previous (unbroken) version

Initial setup commands:

git config --global user.name “[name]”

git config -- global user.email “[email address]”

git config --global core.editor “[your favourite editor, vim, gedit, emacs, nano…]”

git config --list



Repositories: Bitbucket
● Online repository to store your code
● Free storage for academics
● Alternatives: github, gitLab



Git: Making a project
Make a repository in Bitbucket

mkdir [project name]

cd [project name]

git init 

git remote add origin git@bitbucket.org:username/projectname.git

echo "Thomas Armitage" >> contributors.txt



Git: Bread and butter commands
git add -A #stages all changed files for commit

git add filename #stages a specific file

git commit -m “a HELPFUL comment” #commits to system (locally)

git push #push changes to repository

git pull #receive latest version of repository



Git: When things go wrong

Only commit human readable files
Have a file .gitignore file to stop any accidental commits

A collection of useful templates can be found here: 
https://github.com/github/gitignore 

A rather ‘colourful’ troubleshooting guide: http://ohshitgit.com/ 
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Git: reversing changes
git reset [file]

git checkout -- [file]

git stash

git stash pop

#  unstage a file

# revert file to how it was at the last 
commit (lose all changes)

# stores all changes into a stack 
temporarily

#Restores most recently stashed files



Git: Be the master of branches
Use the master branch for stuff that is DEFINITELY working

Make a branch to add a feature: git checkout -b [branch name]

Develop on that branch (to check which branch: git branch)

If you want to add another feature go back to the master branch: 
git checkout master

And create another branch off master

Keep pulling from master during development: git pull origin master

When done change onto master branch and do: git merge [branchname] 



Git: Summary
Keeps track of changes to your code

Allows you to split code into “definitely works” and “in development”

Can see what lines of code you have changed in every commit

Online backup that is very hard to erase completely (don’t try though!)

Encourages modular development of code



THE END
Next week: 

Interferometry with Adam Avison
1pm Fri 21/10/2016


